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Network Layer Multicast Application Layer MulticastFigure 1: Network-layer and application layer multicast. Square nodes are routers, and circular nodes are end-hosts.The dotted lines represent peers on the overlay.layer multicast tree without knowing the underlying topology. In general, application-layer multicast protocols canbe evaluated along three dimensions: Quality of the data delivery path. The quality of the tree is measured using topological metrics such as stress,stretch, and node degrees. Robustness of the overlay. Since end-hosts are potentially less stable than routers, it is important for application-layer multicast protocols to mitigate the eect of receiver failures. The robustness of application-layer multicastprotocols is measured by quantifying the extent of the disruption in data delivery when dierent members fail,and the time it takes for the overlay to restore delivery to the other members. None of prior published workevaluates the robustness of the overlay during the members failure, and we present the rst comparison of thisaspect of the application-layer multicast protocols. Control overhead. Since application-layer multicast is inherently a cooperative venture, it is important todesign a protocol with low overhead such that the cost of participating in an application-layer multicast groupjusties the benets.1.1 Existing ApproachesA number of dierent application-layer multicast schemes have been proposed in recent literature. They can beclassied into two broad categories: tree-rst approaches and mesh-rst approaches. In the tree-rst approach,members directly construct an overlay tree topology for data delivery, and additional control links are monitoredand maintained to allow quick recovery from member failures. Yoid [9] and ALMI [12] are examples of the tree-rst approach. As the name suggests, in the mesh-rst approach, members distributedly construct a mesh (onoverlay members in which multiple paths exist between pairs of members). Each member then paricipates in arouting protocol on the mesh topology, and generates a source-specic tree to all other members. Narada [7], andGossamer [4] are examples of the mesh-rst approach.None of these end-to-end distributed approaches can produce a topology with bounded stretch or stress. It ispossible to do better if (and only if) the underlying topology is known. In [10], a centralized topology-aware tree-building algorithm is described in which the stretch between any pair of end-points is bounded by a constant factor.The tree degree of a member, can however, be unbounded. However, with a slight modication to this algorithm, itis possible simultaneously guarantee a constant degree bound for the members, and a O(logN ) bound for the stretch.1.2 NICE TreesOur application-layer multicast protocol was developed in context of the NICE project (NICE is a recursive2
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the data pathFigure 5: Data path enhancements using simple del-egation. Other L0 clusterOther L0 clusterC1B3 A3 A4 A5A6A7 A8 B4 B3 A7 A3A4 A5C1A6 A8B4Enhancingthe data pathFigure 6: Data path enhancements using advanceddelegation.is as shown in Figure 4.2.3 AnalysisAssume that each cluster in the hierarchy has exactly k hosts. Then for the control topology, a host that belongsonly to layer L0 peers with k   1 other hosts for exchange of control messages. In general, a host in layer Li peerswith k 1 other hosts in each of the layers L0; : : : ; Li. Therefore, the cluster-leader of the highest layer cluster (HostC0 in Figure 3), will peer with a total of (k 1) logN neighbors. Using amortized analysis, it follows that on average,each host peers with only O(k) neighbors.For the data path, each host in layer L0 peers with only one other host | its cluster-leader in the respective L0cluster. However, analogous to the control topology, a host that occurs in layer Li, and no other higher layer, peerswith k 1 hosts in each layer L0; : : : ; Li 1, and with one host in layer Li (its cluster-leader). Thus, while the averagehost on the data path peers with  2 other hosts on the data path (again via amortized analysis), in the worstcase a host would peer with O(k logN ) other members. This is the case for the cluster-leader of the highest cluster.While an O(k logN ) upper-bound is acceptable for the control topology, for high data rates, hosts may be unable orunwilling to forward data to O(k logN ) other hosts. As we explain next, it is possible to reduce the per-host dataoverhead to a constant.2.4 Enhancing Data PathsThe basic data path in NICE routes data packets up and down the hierarchy like any hierarchical routing protocol.We dene an enhancement to this basic data path by allowing the cluster leaders to delegate data forwardingresponsibility to some of its cluster members in a deterministic manner. The basic data path transformation isillustrated with an example in Figure 6. Host C1 is the leader of an L0 cluster, [C1; A3; A4; A5; A6] and a leader ofan L1 cluster, [C1; B3; B4; : : :]. In the basic data path, it is responsible for forwarding data to all the other membersin its two clusters. In the enhanced path, it uses delegation of data forwarding responsibility.We dene two dierent delegation schemes. They are:Simple Delegation: Consider a host, H, that is part of all layers, L0; : : : ; Li, and no higher layer. Clearly, itis the cluster-leader in the layers L0; : : : ; Li 1 and not a leader in its Li cluster. Let Sj denote the set of the othercluster members in the layer Lj cluster of H, where 0  j < i. In the previously described data path, H peers withall the hosts in [jSj and also the cluster-leader of H in Li. In the enhanced data path, H delegates the hosts inSj 1 to peer with the hosts in Sj . Since the cluster sizes are bounded between k and 2k   1, each host in Sj 1 istherefore required by H to peer with at most two hosts in Sj . H still continues to peer with the hosts in S0. Weillustrate this by an example in Figure 5.Using the above notation, for host, C1, the set S0 = fA3; A4; A5; A6g and set S1 = fB3; B4; : : :g. There itdelegates its overlay data paths to the set S1 members to the set S0 members, as the two overlay links: hA3; B3i and6

























L1: { B0,B1,B2 }
AttachFigure 7: Host A3 joins the multicast group.its join query (Panel 0). The RP responds with the hosts that are present in the highest layer of the hierarchy. Thejoining host then contacts all members in the highest layer (Panel 1) to identify the member closest to itself. In theexample, the highest layer L2 has just one member, C0, which by default is the closest member to A3 amongst layerL2 members. Host C0 informs A3 of the three other members (B0; B1 and B2) in its L1 cluster. A3 then contactseach of these members with the join query to identify the closest member among them (Panel 2), and iteratively usesthis procedure to nd its L0 cluster.It is important to note that any host, H, which belongs to any layer Li is the center of its Li 1 cluster, andrecursively, is an approximation of the center among all members in all L0 clusters that are below this part of thelayered hierarchy. Hence, querying each layer in succession from the top of the hierarchy to layer L0 results in aprogressive renement by the joining host to nd the most appropriate layer L0 cluster to join that is close to thejoining member. This procedure, however, is not infallible. If dhighest is the least distance from the joining host to ahost in the highest layer, then it is possible for a host to join a cluster that is approximately dhighest away from itsnearest cluster leader.3.1.1 Join LatencyThe joining process involves a message overhead of O(k logN ) query-response pairs. The join-latency depends on thedelays incurred in this exchanges, which is typically about O(logN ) round-trip times. In our protocol, we aggresivelylocate possible \good" peers for a joining member, and the overhead for locating the appropriate attachments forany joining member is relatively large In contrast, in Narada a joining member initially peers with a set of randomother members, and gradually improves the quality of the overlay.To reduce the delay between a member joining the multicast group, and its receipt of the rst data packet onthe overlay, we allow joining members to temporarily peer, on the data path, with the leader of the cluster of thecurrent layer it is querying. For example, in Figure 7, when A3 is querying the hosts B0; B1 and B2 for the closestpoint of attachment, it temporarily peers with C0 (leader of the layer L1 cluster) on the data path. This allows thejoining host to start receiving multicast data on the group within a single round-trip latency of its join.3.1.2 Joining Higher LayersAn important invariant in the hierarchical arrangement of hosts is that the leader of a cluster be the center ofthe cluster. Therefore, as members join and leave clusters, the cluster-leader may occasionally change. When theleadership of a cluster, C, in layer Li changes, the existing leader of C removes itself from all layers Li+1 and higher8
Procedure : JoinLayer(h; i)f if i = 0 then h is a new host joining layer L0 g(C; j)  QueryRP()f RP returns the cluster, C in highest layer Lj gwhile (j > i)for (p 2 C)Cp  QueryHost(p; j)end forC  Cp0 s.t. dist(p0; h) = minfdist(h; p); p 2 Cgj  j   1end whilef Appropriate cluster, C, found in layer Li, send attach gAttach(Ldr(C); i)Figure 8: Join procedure to a cluster in layer Li for host, h. If at any layer, during the QueryHost for loop, noresponse is received from any of the cluster members, in that layer Lj , host h, restarts the query from Lj+1, or fromthe RP, as is appropriate.to which it is attached. The new leader of C joins the appropriate cluster of Li+1. The procedure for joining ahigher layer is same the above, except that the process terminates at the layer Li+1, instead of L0. However, inthis case, the new leader does not have to start by querying the RP since members keep information about theirsuper-cluster. It is possible for all of the super-cluster information to be stale; in this case, the member does have tostart by contacting the RP.The join procedure to any layer is presented in pseudo-code as shown in Figure 8.3.2 Cluster Maintenance and RenementEach member H of a cluster C, sends a HeartBeat message every h seconds to each of its cluster peers. The messagecontains the distance estimate of H to each other member of C. It is possible for H to have inaccurate or no estimateof the distance to some other members, e.g. immediately after it joins the cluster.The cluster-leader includes the complete updated cluster membership in its HeartBeat messages to all othermembers. This allows existing members to set up appropriate peer relationships with new cluster members on thecontrol path. For each cluster in level Li, the cluster-leader also periodicaly sends the its immediate higher layercluster membership (which is the super-cluster for all the other members of the cluster) to that Li cluster.It is important to note that all of the cluster member state can be sent via unreliable messages and is kept byeach cluster member as soft-state, refreshed by the periodic HeartBeat messages. A member H is declared no longerpart of a cluster independently by all other members in the cluster if they do not receive a message from H for acongurable number of HeartBeat message intervals.3.2.1 Cluster Split and MergeA cluster-leader periodically checks the size of its cluster, and appropriately splits or merges the cluster when itdetects a size bound violation. However, if a cluster that just exceeds the cluster size upper bound 2k  1 is split, itcreates two clusters of size k each. Any single departure from these clusters will subsequently require a cluster mergeoperation to meet the size lower-bound. For this reason, we relax the size upper bound to be 3k   1 and leave the9




















selectedFigure 9: Restructuring when a cluster-leader departs.lower bound unchanged. With this new upper bound, when a cluster is split into two equal parts, each of the partsis guaranteed to be at least 3k=2, thus avoiding an immediate subsequent merge.If the size of a cluster exceeds 3k   1, the leader initiates a cluster split operation. Given a set of hosts and thepairwise distances between them, the cluster split operation partitions them into subsets that meet the size bounds,such that the maximum radius (in a graph-theoretic sense) of the new set of clusters is minimized. This is similar tothe K-center problem (known to be NP-Hard) with an additional size constraint. We use an approximation strategy| the leader splits the current cluster into two equal-sized clusters, such that the maximum of the radii among thetwo clusters is minimized. It also chooses the centers of the two partitions to be the leaders of the new clusters andtransfers leadership to the new leaders through LeaderTransfer messages. If these new clusters still violate the sizeupper bound, they are split by the new leaders using identical operations.If the size of a cluster Ci (say in layer Li) falls below k, its leader J , initiates a cluster merge operation. Note, Jitself belongs to a layer Li+1 cluster, Ci+1. J chooses its closest cluster-peer, K, in Ci+1. K is also the leader of alayer Li cluster, C 0i. J initiates the merge operation of Ci with C0i by sending a ClusterMergeRequest message to K.J updates the members of Ci with this merge information. K similarly updates the members of C0i. Following themerge, J removes itself from layer Li+1.3.2.2 Rening Cluster AttachmentsDuring a phase a period of rapid membership changes to the group, a joining member may not be able to locateits closest L0 cluster, and therefore, attach to some other cluster. This may be true in some cases for higher layermembers as well. Therefore, each member in any layer (say Li) periodically probes all members in its super-cluster(they are the leaders of layer Li clusters), to identify a closer cluster for itself in layer Li. If a closer cluster is found,then the probing member leaves its current cluster and joins the closer cluster.3.3 Host Departure and Leader SelectionWhen a host, H, leaves the multicast group, it sends a Remove message to all clusters to which it is joined. Thisis a graceful-leave. However, if H fails without being able to send out this message all cluster peers of H detectsthis departure through non-receipt of the periodic HeartBeat message from H. If H was a leader of a cluster, thistriggers a new leader selection in the cluster. Each remaining member, J , of the cluster independently select a newleader of the cluster, depending on who J estimates to be the center among these members. Multiple leaders arere-conciled into a single leader of the cluster through exchange of additional control messages (LeaderChallenge andLeaderTransfer) each time two candidate leaders detect this multiplicity. This is shown in Figure 9.It is possible for members to have an inconsistent view of the cluster membership, and for transient cycles todevelop on the data path. These cycles are eliminated once the protocol reconciles the cluster view for all members,and restores the hierarchy invariants. 10
4 Simulation ExperimentsIn this section, we analyze the performance of NICE and compare it to three other protocols using detailed simulations.The three other schemes we consider are: multi-unicast, native IP-multicast using the Core Based Tree protocol [2],and the Narada application-layer multicast protocol.Clearly, native IP multicast trees will have the least (unit) stress, and the multi-unicast trees will have the best(unit) stretch. Thus, these two schemes provide us a reference against which to compare both Narada and NICE.4.1 Simulation EnvironmentWe have implemented a packet-level simulator for the four dierent protocols3. Our network topologies were generatedusing the Transit-Stub graph model, using the GT-ITM topology generator [3]. All topologies in these simulationshad 10; 000 routers with an average node degree between 3 and 4. End-hosts were attached to a set of route, chosenat uniformly at random, from among the stub-domain nodes. The number of such hosts in the multicast group werevaried between 8 and 2048 for dierent experiments. In our simulations, we only modeled loss-less links; thus, thereis no data loss due to congestion, and no notion of background trac or jitter. However, data is lost whenever theapplication-layer multicast protocol fails to provide a path from the source to a receiver, and duplicates are receivedwhenever there is more than one path. Thus, our simulations study the dynamics of the multicast protocol and itseects on data distribution; when these protocols are implemented, the performance would also be aected by otherfactors such as additional link latencies due to congestion.As mentioned in Section 1, the Narada protocol involves an aggregate control overhead ofO(N2). In our simulationsetup, we were unable to simulate Narada with groups of size 1024 or larger since the completion time for thesesimulations were on the order of a day for a single run of one experiment on a 550 MHz Pentium III machine with 4GB of RAM4.4.1.1 Our implementation of NaradaWe implemented the entire Narada protocol from the description given in [7]. As described before, Narada is amesh-rst application-layer multicast approach, designed primarily for small multicast groups. In Narada, the initialset of peer assignments to create the overlay topology is done randomly. While this initial data delivery path may beof \poor" quality, over time Narada adds \good" links and discards \bad" links from the overlay. Narada has O(N2)aggregate control overhead because of its mesh-rst nature: it requires each host to periodically exchange updatesand refreshes with all other hosts.The protocol, as dened in [7], has a number of user-dened parameters that we needed to set. These includethe link add/drop thresholds, link add/drop probe frequency, the periodic refresh rates, the mesh degree, etc. Weexperimented with a wide-range of values for these parameters to understand the behavior of Narada and observedsome interesting trade-os in choosing these parameters. Specically, we found that: The mesh degree bound for hosts should not be strictly enforced to ensure connectivity. Instead additionalmechanisms that limit the degree of the data path on the mesh should be used. There is a clear tradeo between choosing a high versus low frequency for periodic probes to add or droplinks on the mesh. A high frequency allows members to aggressively add and drop good and bad overlay linksrespectively. However, this leads to frequent changes to the data paths on the mesh, which can lead to atemporary loss of data path to other members. (This eect is dierent than when a route changes and state3Our simulator is available upon email request to the authors4The NICE implementation with 1024 hosts on the same environment nishes in less than 10 minutes.11


































UnicastFigure 11: Average path length 0100200300400500
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Cumulative distribution of link stress after overlay stabilizes
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UnicastFigure 13: Path length distribution 0.50.60.70.80.9
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Narada-5Figure 14: Fraction of members thatreceived data packets over the dura-tion of member failures. 0102030405060
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Control traffic bandwidth at the access links
NICE (Avg)
Narada-5 (Avg)Figure 15: Control bandwidth re-quired at end-host access linksthe overlay topology, and the NICE tree converges quicker to a stable value (within 350 seconds of simulated time).In contrast, the Narada protocols gradually improve the mesh quality, and consequently so does the data path overa longer duration. Its average data path length converges to a stable value of about 23 hops between 500 and 600seconds of the simulated time. The corresponding stretch is about 2.18. In Narada path lengths improve over timedue to addition of \good" links on the mesh. At the same time, the stress on the tree gradually increases since theNarada decides to add or drop overlay links based purely on the stretch metric.The cluster-based data dissemination in NICE reduces average link stress, and in general, for large groups NICEconverges to trees with about 25% lower average stress. In this experiment, the NICE tree had lower stretch than theNarada tree; however, in other experiments the Narada tree had a slightly lower stretch value. In general, comparingthe results from multiple experiments over dierent group sizes, (See Section 4.3.2), we concluded that the data pathlengths to receivers were similar for both protocols.In Figures 12 and 13, we plot a cumulative distribution of the stress and path length metrics for the entire memberset (128 members) at a time after the data paths have converged to a stable operating point.Narada uses fewer number of links on the topology than NICE, since it is comparably more aggressive in addingoverlay links with shorter lengths to the mesh topology. However, due to this emphasis on shorter path lengths,the stress distribution of the links is heavy-tailed. More than 25% of the links have a stress of four and higher inNarada, compared to < 5% in NICE. The distribution of the path lengths for the two protocols are comparable.The multi-unicast scheme (presented for comparison) shows the shortest path length distribution if stress on links isignored.Failure Recovery and Control OverheadsTo investigate the eect of host failures, we present results from the second part of our scenario: starting at simulatedtime 1000 seconds, a set of 16 members leave the group over a 10 second period. We repeat this procedure four moretimes and no members leave after simulated time 1400 seconds when the group is reduced to 48 members. Whenmembers leave, both protocols \heal" the data distribution tree and continue to send data on the partially connectedtopology. In Figure 14, we show the fraction of members that correctly receive the data packets over this duration.Both Narada-5 and NICE have similar performance, and on average, both protocols restore the data path to all(remaining) receivers within 30 seconds, and on correctly serve over 90% of the members. We also ran the sameexperiment with the 30 second refresh period for Narada. The lower refresh period caused signicant disruptions on14
Group Router Stress Link Stress Path Length Bandwidth Overheads (Kbps)Size Narada-5 NICE Narada-5 NICE Narada-5 NICE Narada-30 NICE8 1.55 (1.30) 3.51 (3.30) 1.19 (0.39) 3.24 (2.90) 25.14 (9.49) 12.14 (2.29) 0.61 (0.55) 1.54 (1.34)16 1.84 (1.28) 2.34 (2.16) 1.34 (0.76) 1.86 (1.39) 19.00 (7.01) 20.33 (6.75) 2.94 (2.81) 0.87 (0.81)32 2.13 (2.17) 2.42 (2.60) 1.54 (1.03) 1.90 (1.82) 20.42 (6.00) 17.23 (5.25) 9.23 (8.95) 1.03 (0.95)64 2.68 (3.09) 2.23 (2.25) 1.74 (1.53) 1.63 (1.39) 22.76 (5.71) 20.62 (7.40) 26.20 (28.86) 1.20 (1.15)128 3.04 (4.03) 2.36 (2.73) 2.06 (2.64) 1.63 (1.56) 21.55 (6.03) 21.61 (7.75) 65.62 (92.08) 1.19 (1.29)256 3.63 (7.52) 2.31 (3.18) 2.16 (3.02) 1.63 (1.63) 23.42 (6.17) 24.67 (7.45) 96.18 (194.00) 1.39 (1.76)512 4.09 (10.74) 2.34 (3.49) 2.57 (5.02) 1.62 (1.54) 24.74 (6.00) 22.63 (6.78) 199.96 (55.06) 1.93 (3.35)1024 - 2.59 (4.45) - 1.77 (1.77) - 25.83 (6.13) - 2.81 (7.22)1560 - 2.83 (5.11) - 1.88 (1.90) - 24.99 (6.96) - 3.28 (9.58)2048 - 2.92 (5.62) - 1.93 (1.99) - 24.08 (5.36) - 5.18 (18.55)Table 1: Data path quality and control overheads for varying multicast group sizesthe tree with periods of over 100 seconds when more than 60% of the tree did not receive any data. Lastly, we notethat the data distribution tree used for NICE is the least connected topology possible; we expect failure recoveryresults to be much better if structures with alternate paths are built atop NICE.In Figure 15, we show the byte-overheads for control trac at the access links of the end-hosts. Each dot in theplot represents the sum of the control trac (in Kbps) sent or received by each member in the group, averaged over10 second intervals. Thus for each 10 second time slot, there are two dots in the plot for each (remaining) host inthe multicast group corresponding to the control overheads for Narada and NICE. The curves in the plot are theaverage control overhead for each protocol. As is evident from the plot, for groups of size 128, NICE has an orderof magnitude lower average overhead, e.g. at simulation time 1000 seconds, the average control overhead for NICEis 0.97 Kbps versus 62.05 Kbps for Narada. At the same time instant, Narada-30 (not shown in the gure) had anaverage control overhead of 13.43 Kbps. Lastly, we note that the NICE control trac includes all protocol messages,including messages for cluster formation, cluster splits, merges, layer promotions, and leader elections.4.3.2 Aggregate ResultsWe present a set of aggregate results as the group size is varied. The purpose of this experiment is to understandthe scalability of the dierent application-layer multicast protocols. The entire set of members join in the rst200 seconds, and then we run the simulation for 1800 seconds to allow the topologies to stabilize. The data pathtree degree was low for both the protocols, and typically varied between 3 and 5 for the non-leaf members on thedistribution tree.In Table 1, we compare the stress on network routers and links, the overlay path lengths to group members andthe average control trac overheads at the network routers. For each metric, we present the both mean and thestandard deviation.As we showed in our rst experiment, Narada and NICE tend to converge to trees with similar path lengths.The stress metric for both network links and routers, however, is consistently lower for NICE when the group sizeis large (64 and greater). It is interesting to observe the standard deviation of stress as it changes with increasinggroup size for the two protocols. The standard deviation for stress increased for Narada for increasing group sizes.In contrast, the standard deviation of stress for NICE remains relatively constant; the topolgy-based clustering inNICE distributes the data path more evenly among the dierent links on the underlying links regardless of groupsize.The control overhead numbers in the Table are dierent than the ones in Figure 15; the column in the table isthe average control trac per network router as opposed to control trac at an end-host. Since the control trac15
gets aggregated inside the network, the overhead at routers is signicantly higher than the overhead at an end-host.For these router overheads, we report the values of the Narada-30 version in which the route update frequency set to30 seconds. Recall that this protocol, Narada-30 performs relatively poorly when members leave, but is much moreecient (specically 5 times less overhead with groups of size 128) than the Narada-5 version. The refresh messagesin NICE were still sent at 5 second intervals. Even with this disparity, the average control trac byte overheads ata router for the dierent group sizes is an order of magnitude lower for NICE.5 Related WorkThere are a few closely related projects which explore implementing multicast at the application layer. They canbe classied into two broad categories: mesh-rst (Narada [7], Gossamer [4]) and tree-rst protocols (Yoid [9],ALMI [12]). Yoid denes a distributed tree building protocol between the end-hosts, while ALMI uses a centralizedalgorithm to create a minimum spanning tree rooted at a designated single source of multicast data distribution. TheJungleMonkey project7 is a similar eort to create an application layer multicast overlay using a tree-rst approach.Bayeux [16] in another architecture for application layer multicast, where the end-hosts are organized into ahierarchy as dened by the Tapestry overlay location and routing system [15]. A level of the hierarchy is dened bya set of hosts that share a common sux in their host IDs. Such a technique was proposed by Plaxton et.al. [13] forlocating and routing to named objects in a network.The Overcast [11] protocol organizes a set of similar proxies (called Overcast nodes) into a distribution tree rootedat a central source for single source multicast. A distributed tree-building protocol is used to create this source specictree, in a manner similar to Yoid. RMX [5] provides support for reliable multicast data delivery to end-hosts usinga set of such proxies, called Reliable Multicast proXies. Application end-hosts are congured to aliate themselveswith the nearest RMX. The architecture assumes the existence of an overlay construction protocol, using which theseproxies organize themselves into an appropriate data delivery path. TCP is used to provide reliable communicationbetween each pair of peer proxies on the overlay.6 ConclusionsIn this paper, we have presented a new protocol for application-layermulticast. Our main contribution is an extremelylow overhead hierarchical control structure over which dierent data distribution paths can be built. Our resultsshow that it is possible to build and maintain application-layer multicast trees with very little overhead. Clearly,existing protocols like Narada are very useful for small group sizes, but impose too much overhead for applicationsthat require large groups. We believe that the results of this paper are a signicant 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